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Summer is upon as and with that comes a struggle to keep up
with maintaining a flawless look. The sun, the chlorine, salt
water and steamy air can really affect your skin and hair. The
worst feeling is enjoying a day out in the sun with friends
and family and then coming home and trying to get ready to
find your hair and skin are dried out and flat. Not to mention
if you experience sunburn, your lips could be dried out for
weeks. Plus, when you get sunburnt, it can make you feel
trapped indoors so that you don’t step out looking like a
lobster in public. Don’t let the summer sun and chlorine
filled waters stop you from looking your best!

With these amazing beauty products,
you can take on the summer with
your best foot forward even with
sunburnt skin and chlorine damaged
hair!
Hard Candy Color Correct

Hard
Candy’s
new
limited
edition
line
of color correcting primers and concealers offer the power
to color your way to have the ultimate clear skin. The Hard
Candy Color Correct Expert Stick for $5 is a creamy
bendable pastel stick concealer. The Hard Candy Color Correct
Radiant Primer for $5 is perfect for applying to your face
before makeup to smooth out the surface of your skin. The Hard
Candy Color Correct Expert Creme Wand is also only $5 has a
flexible brush tip applicator and help contour the face. Each
of this products is available in six different shades and can
help you step out of the house this summer even if your skin
is burnt from the sun. With these products, your friends will
never know underneath the makeup is a red face!
REJUVABEADS

REJUVABEADS has been verified in an independent lab to be 100%
effective in mending split ends within one minute following
the application. That my seem crazy but look no further for

the perfect way to keep your hair healthy and strong
throughout the summer for only $49. The product seals the
hair’s cuticle, reversing damage and sealing its surface.
Repeated use leads to stronger, healthier, more flexible and
resilient hair and prevents future breakage and uneven splits,
without
creating
build-up,
oiliness
or
heaviness. REJUVABEADS also helps improve color and is safe
for chemically treated hair and extensions.
LIPZU

Another major issue many people deal with during the summer is
having cracked and dry lips from the sun. With LIPZU’s unique
lip balms, you can keep your lips hydrated while helping a
good case. Their lip balms are designed to look like an animal
and cost only $6 dollars. A portion of every sale goes to help
the humane society. The lip balms are Gluten-free, Parabenfree, Petrolatum-free, Phthalate-free, 95% organic, 100%
natural, and there is no animal testing.
With these three products, you can defeat the sun and harsh
summer conditions to have your hair and skin looking flawless!

